GUIDED & SELF GUIDED BIKE TOUR – PARTICIPANT WAIVER

We take customer safety seriously, so it is important for you to be aware of your responsibilities.
By choosing a guided or self-guided tour through us, you agree to take responsibility for your own safety, the safety of others
and the safety of the equipment you have hired.
For those participating in a guided bike tour, you must declare any known heart condition, lung condition, illness, low level of
fitness, inability to ride a bicycle or any physical injury that may prevent you from completing the tour prior to departure.
We are not responsible for pre-known health conditions or incompetent riding causing accidents or injuries during the
guided or self-guided bike tour. We reserve to the right to refuse any participant considered high risk for medical emergency
or accident.
If you are forced to abandon the guided bike tour for personal reasons – including low level of fitness, undeclared health
conditions causing physical discomfort, sudden onset of illness (not the result of an incident), significant joint pain or other
physical discomfort (not the result of an incident), you will be asked to sign a form stating your reason for leaving the tour.
No refund will be offered if you are unable to complete the guided bike tour for personal reasons. Our guides can arrange for
a taxi to transfer you back to your desired destination at your own cost. You will also be charged a fee of NZ$50 for us to
retrieve your bike and helmet and return this safely to our inventory.
All children participating in the guided or self-guided bike tour who wish to ride their own hire bicycle must be able to do so
confidently and unassisted. Parents must state their children’s riding competency and take full responsibility for their child’s
safety.
It’s also important to note that Adventure Capital will not be held responsible for hire gear damaged, stolen or vandalised
during your guided or self-guided bike tour. If your hire gear is stolen or vandalised, you must report this to the nearest
Police Station and make a claim through your insurance provider as you will be charged to replace the stolen or damaged
goods.

Name:

____

____________________

____________________________

Title

First Name

Last Name

 I am physical able to participate in a guided or self-guided bike tour.
 I accept the standard hire terms and conditions outlined by Adventure Capital. I understand I
choose to use the hire equipment allocated to me at my “own risk” and I’m responsible for my own
safety, the safety of others and the safety of the gear I have hired through Adventure Capital.
 I agree to return the hire gear (bicycle and helmet) safely, without damage, at the end of the guided
or self-guided bike tour.
 My child is able to ride competently and unassisted (for parents of children aged under 14 years).
 I declare the following health conditions (please state any physical injuries in addition to known heart, lung or other illnesses):
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
 I have no health conditions to declare.
Signed:

__________________________

Date:

__________________________

